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IMPROVED SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR DETERMINING LOGICAL

VALUES OF COUPLED FLASH MEMORY CELLS
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FIELD OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates to flash memory generally and more specifically to

determining logical values represented therewithin.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

A variety of conventional flash memory devices are described in the following

US Patents and patent documents: USP 6,751,766; USP 7,196,946; USP 7,203,874; US

2006/0101193 Al; US 2007/0180346 Al.

The state of the art is believed to be described by the following publications

inter alia:

[1] "Interleaving policies for flash memory", United States Patent 20070168625

[2] "Minimization of FG-FG coupling in flash memory", United States Patent

6996004

[3] "Compensating for coupling during read operations on non-volatile

memory", United States Patent 2006221692

[4] Construction of Rate (n-l)/n Punctured Convolution Code with Minimum

Required SNR Criterion, PiI J. Lee, IEEE Trans. On Comm. Vol. 36, NO. 10, Oct. 1988

[5] "Introduction to Coding Theory", Ron M. Roth, Cambridge University Press,

2006, particularly chapters 5 and 8 re BCH.

[6] "Sensing margin analysis of MLC flash memories using a novel unified

statistical model", Young-Gu Kim, Quality Electronic Design, 2006. ISQED '06. 7th

International Symposium on

[7] "Extraction of the gate capacitance coupling coefficient in floating gate non¬

volatile memories: Statistical study of the effect of mismatching between floating gate

memory and reference transistor in dummy cell extraction methods" ,Quentin Rafhay,

Solid-State Electronics Volume 51, Issue 4, April 2007, Pages 585-592.

[8] "Statistical simulations for flash memory reliability analysis and prediction",

Larcher, L,. Electron Devices, IEEE Transactions on, Volume 51, Issue 10, Oct. 2004

Page(s): 1636 - 1643.

Conventional flash memory technology is described in the following textbooks

inter alia:



[9] Paulo Cappelletti, Clara Golla, Piero Olivo, Enrico Zaiioni, "Flash

Memories", Kluwer Academic Publishers, 1999

[10] G. Campardo, R. Micheloni, D. Novosel, "CLSI-Design of Non-Volatile

Memories", Springer Berlin Heidelberg New York, 2005.

[11] Introduction to Probability, Charles M. Grinstead, Swarthmore College, J .

Laurie Snell, Dartmouth College

The disclosures of all publications and patent documents mentioned in the

specification, and of the publications and patent documents cited therein directly or

indirectly, are hereby incorporated by reference. US6996004 entitled "Minimization of

FG-FG coupling in flash memory" describes that "multiple passes of the loop of

program verify and programming steps are performed for minimizing the effects of FG-

-FG coupling during programming a flash memory device.... [F]or programming a

group of at least one flash memory cell of an array, a first pass of program verify and

programming steps is performed until each flash memory cell of the group attains a

threshold voltage that is at least X % of a program verify level but less than the program

verify level. Then, a second pass of program verify and programming steps are

performed until each flash memory cell of the group attains substantially the program

verify level for the threshold voltage."

The disclosures of all publications and patent documents mentioned in the

specification, and of the publications and patent documents cited therein directly or

indirectly, are hereby incorporated by reference.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

According to one aspect of the invention, there is provided a method for reading

cells of a flash memory, said method comprising comparing a charge level of a first

individual cell to a first plurality of charge level boundary points, thereby to determine a

first program level of said first individual cell, and subsequently comparing a second

charge level of a second individual cell to a second plurality of charge level boundary

points, wherein said first plurality of boundary points depends on at least one charge

level of at least one neighbor of said first cell and said second plurality of boundary



points depends on at least one charge level of at least one neighbor of said second cell

such that said first and second pluralities of boundary points differ.

According to other aspects of the invention, there is provided a method for

determining program levels useful for reading cells of a flash memory, said method

comprising detecting charge levels for said cells, obtaining joint conditional probability

densities for a plurality of combinations of program levels of said cells, and determining

program levels for said cells respectively such that an aggregated joint probability value

of said joint conditional probability densities is maximized.

According to other aspects of the invention, there is provided a method for

determining program levels useful for reading cells of a flash memory, said method

comprising detecting charge levels for said cells, obtaining a linear dependency function

which refers to at least one of the cells and at least one cell coupled thereto, computing

an estimated charge level based on the linear dependency function, and deteraiining

program levels for said cells respectively such that the aggregated standard variation

between a corresponding estimated charge level and the detected charge level of each

cell is minimized.

According to other aspects of the invention, there is provided a method for

determining program levels useful for reading cells of a flash memory, said method

comprising obtaining charge level initial threshold values, detecting charge levels for

said cells using said initial threshold values, determining a program level for each of

said cells based on the detected charge levels, including, for each of at least one

individual of said cells, performing iteratively, at least once, computing new threshold

values for the measurement of charge level of said individual cell based on the previous

detected charge level of said individual cell and on previous determined program levels

of said individual cell and of at least one cell adjacent thereto, detecting charge levels

for said individual cell based on said new threshold values, and deteraiining a new

program level for said individual cell based on the last detected charge levels of said

individual cell.

According to other aspects of the invention, there is provided a method for

determining program levels useful for reading cells of a flash memory, said method

comprising obtaining charge level initial threshold values, detecting charge levels for

said cells using said initial threshold values, determining voltage regions for each of

said cells based on the detected charge levels, for each of at least one individual of said



cells, performing iteratively, at least once, computing new threshold values for the

measurement of charge levels of said individual cell based on the detected voltage

regions of said individual cell and at least one cell adjacent thereto, detecting charge

levels for said individual cell based on said new threshold values, determining a new

voltage region for at least said individual cell based on the last determined charge level

of said individual cell and the determined voltage regions of at least one other cell,

and determining the program levels based on the last determined voltage regions.

According to other aspects of the invention, there is provided a method of

reading cells in a flash memory, said memory comprising sorting each of a plurality of

cells into several categories depending on whether the cells' charge levels are above or

below predetermined charge level boundary points, wherein said boundary points are

independent of the charge levels in said cells, and determining each cell's program level

as a function of at least the category to which it and at least one neighboring cell

thereof, belong.

According to other aspects of the invention, there is provided a system for

reading cells of a flash memory, said system comprising a micro-controller and an array

of cells wherein said micro-controller is operatively configured to compare a charge

level of a first individual cell to a first plurality of charge level boundary points, thereby

to determine a first program level of said first individual cell, and subsequently

comparing a second charge level of a second individual cell to a second plurality of

charge level boundary points, wherein said first plurality of boundary points depends on

at least one charge level of at least one neighbors of said first cell and said second

plurality of boundary points depends on at least one charge level of at least one

neighbors of said second cell such that said first and second pluralities of boundary

points differ.

According to other aspects of the invention, there is provided a system for

determining program levels useful for reading cells of a flash memory, said system

comprising a micro-controller and an array of cells wherein said micro-controller is

operatively configured to detect charge levels for said cells, obtain joint conditional

probability densities for a plurality of combinations of program levels of said cells, and

determine program levels for said cells respectively such that an aggregated joint

probability value of said joint conditional probability densities is maximized.

According to other aspects of the invention, there is provided a system for



deteraiining program levels useful for reading cells of a flash memory, said system

comprising a micro-controller and an array of cells wherein said micro-controller is

operatively configured to detect charge levels for said cells, obtain a linear dependency

function which refers to at least one of the cells and at least one cell coupled thereto,

compute an estimated charge level based on the linear dependency function, and

determine program levels for said cells respectively such that the aggregated standard

variation between a corresponding estimated charge level and the detected charge level

of each cell is minimized.

According to other aspects of the invention, there is provided a system for

determining program levels useful for reading cells of a flash memory, said system

comprising a micro-controller and an array of cells wherein said micro-controller is

operatively configured to obtain charge level initial threshold values, detect charge

levels for said cells using said initial threshold values, determine a program level for

each of said cells based on the detected charge levels, including, for each of at least one

individual of said cells, perform iteratively, at least once, a computation of new

threshold values for the measurement of charge level of said individual cell based on the

previous detected charge level of said individual cell and on previous determined

program levels of said individual cell and of at least one cell adjacent thereto, detect

charge levels for said individual cell based on said new threshold values, and determine

a new program level for said individual cell based on the last detected charge levels of

said individual cell.

According to other aspects of the invention, there is provided a system for

determining program levels useful for reading cells of a flash memory, said system

comprising a micro-controller and an array of cells wherein said micro-controller is

operatively configured to obtain charge level initial threshold values, to detect charge

levels for said cells using said initial threshold values, to determine voltage regions for

each of said cells based on the detected charge levels, and for each of at least one

individual of said cells, perform iteratively, at least once, a computation of new

threshold values for the measurement of charge levels of said individual cell based on

the detected voltage regions of said individual cell and at least one cell adjacent thereto,

to determine a new voltage region for at least said individual cell based on the last

determined charge level of said individual cell and the determined voltage regions of at

least one other cell, and to determine the program levels based on the last determined



voltage regions.

According to other aspects of the invention, there is provided a system for

reading cells of a flash memory, said system comprising a micro-controller and an array

of cells wherein said micro-controller is operatively configured to sort each of a

plurality of cells into several categories depending on whether the cells' charge levels

are above or below predetermined charge level boundary points, wherein said boundary

points are independent of the charge levels in said cells, and determine each cell's

program level as a function of at least the category to which it and at least one

neighboring cell thereof, belong.

According to other aspects of the invention, there is provided a program storage

device readable by machine, tangibly embodying a program of instructions executable

by the machine to perform a method for reading cells of a flash memory, said method

comprising comparing a charge level of a first individual cell to a first plurality of

charge level boundary points, thereby to determine a first program level of said first

individual cell, and subsequently comparing a second charge level of a second

individual cell to a second plurality of charge level boundary points, wherein said first

plurality of boundary points depends on at least one charge level of at least one

neighbors of said first cell and said second plurality of boundary points depends on at

least one charge level of at least one neighbors of said second cell such mat said first

and second pluralities of boundary points differ.

According to other aspects of the invention, there is provided a computer

program product comprising a computer useable medium having computer readable

program code embodied therein for reading cells of a flash memory, said computer

program product comprising computer readable program code for causing the computer

to compare a charge level of a first individual cell to a first plurality of charge level

boundary points, thereby to determine a first program level of said first individual cell,

and subsequently computer readable program code for causing the computer to compare

a second charge level of a second individual cell to a second plurality of charge level

boundary points, wherein said first plurality of boundary points depends on at least one

charge level of at least one neighbors of said first cell and said second plurality of

boundary points depends on at least one charge level of at least one neighbors of said

second cell such that said first and second pluralities of boundary points differ.



According to other aspects of the invention, there is provided a program

storage device readable by machine, tangibly embodying a program of instructions

executable by the machine to perform a method for determining program levels useful

for reading cells of a flash memory, said method comprising detecting charge levels for

said cells, obtaining joint conditional probability densities for a plurality of

combinations of program levels of said cells, and determining program levels for said

cells respectively such that an aggregated joint probability value of said joint

conditional probability densities is maximized.

According to other aspects of the invention, there is provided a computer

program product comprising a computer useable medium having computer readable

program code embodied therein for determining program levels useful for reading cells

of a flash memory, said computer program product comprising computer readable

program code for causing the computer to detect charge levels for said cells, computer

readable program code for causing the computer to obtain joint conditional probability

densities for a plurality of combinations of program levels of said cells, and a computer

readable program code for causing the computer to determine program levels for said

cells respectively such that an aggregated joint probability value of said joint

conditional probability densities is maximized.

According to other aspects of the invention, there is provided a program

storage device readable by machine, tangibly embodying a program of instructions

executable by the machine to perform a method for determining program levels useful

for reading cells of a flash memory, said method comprising detecting charge levels for

said cells, obtaining a linear dependency function which refers to at least one of the

cells and at least one cell coupled thereto, computing an estimated charge level based on

the linear dependency function, and determining program levels for said cells

respectively such that the aggregated standard variation between a corresponding

estimated charge level and the detected charge level of each cell is minimized.

According to other aspects of the invention, there is provided a computer

program product comprising a computer useable medium having computer readable

program code embodied therein for determining program levels useful for reading cells

of a flash memory, said computer program product comprising a computer readable

program code for causing the computer to detect charge levels for said cells, a computer

readable program code for causing the computer to obtain a linear dependency function



which refers to at least one of the cells and at least one cell coupled thereto, a computer

readable program code for causing the computer to compute an estimated charge level

based on the linear dependency function, and a computer readable program code for

causing the computer to determine program levels for said cells respectively such that

the aggregated standard variation between a corresponding estimated charge level and

the detected charge level of each cell is minimized.

According to other aspects of the invention, there is provided a program

storage device readable by machine, tangibly embodying a program of instructions

executable by the machine to perform a method for determining program levels useful

for reading cells of a flash memory, said method comprising obtaining charge level

initial threshold values, detecting charge levels for said cells using said initial threshold

values, determining a program level for each of said cells based on the detected charge

levels, including, for each of at least one individual of said cells, performing iteratively,

at least once, computing new threshold values for the measurement of charge level of

said individual cell based on the previous detected charge level of said individual cell

and on previous determined program levels of said individual cell and of at least one

cell adjacent thereto, detecting charge levels for said individual cell based on said new

threshold values, and determining a new program level for said individual cell based on

the last detected charge levels of said individual cell.

According to other aspects of the invention, there is provided a computer

program product comprising a computer useable medium having computer readable

program code embodied therein for deterrnining program levels useful for reading cells

of a flash memory, said computer program product comprising a computer readable

program code for causing the computer to obtain charge level initial threshold values, a

computer readable program code for causing the computer to detect charge levels for

said cells using said initial threshold values, a computer readable program code for

causing the computer to determine a program level for each of said cells based on the

detected charge levels, including, for each of at least one individual of said cells,

performing iteratively, at least once, computing new threshold values for the

measurement of charge level of said individual cell based on the previous detected

charge level of said individual cell and on previous determined program levels of said

individual cell and of at least one cell adjacent thereto, detecting charge levels for said

individual cell based on said new threshold values, and determining a new program



level for said individual cell based on the last detected charge levels of said individual

cell.

According to other aspects of the invention, there is provided a program

storage device readable by machine, tangibly embodying a program of instructions

executable by the machine to perform a method for determining program levels useful

for reading cells of a flash memory, said method comprising obtaining charge level

initial threshold values, detecting charge levels for said cells using said initial threshold

values, determining voltage regions for each of said cells based on the detected charge

levels, for each of at least one individual of said cells, performing iteratively, at least

once, computing new threshold values for the measurement of charge levels of said

individual cell based on the detected voltage regions of said individual cell and at least

one cell adjacent thereto, detecting charge levels for said individual cell based on said

new threshold values, deteπnining a new voltage region for at least said individual cell

based on the last determined charge level of said individual cell and the determined

voltage regions of at least one other cell, and deteπnining the program levels based on

the last determined voltage regions.

According to other aspects of the invention, there is provided a computer program

product comprising a computer useable medium having computer readable program

code embodied therein for determining program levels useful for reading cells of a flash

memory, said computer program product comprising computer readable program code

for causing the computer to obtain charge level initial threshold values, a computer

readable program code for causing the computer to detect charge levels for said cells

using said initial threshold values, computer readable program code for causing the

computer to determine voltage regions for each of said cells based on the detected

charge levels, computer readable program code for causing the computer to perform

iteratively, at least once, for each of at least one individual of said cells, computing new

threshold values for the measurement of charge levels of said individual cell based on

the detected voltage regions of said individual cell and at least one cell adjacent thereto,

detecting charge levels for said individual cell based on said new threshold values, and

determining a new voltage region for at least said individual cell based on the last

determined charge level of said individual cell and the determined voltage regions of at

least one other cell, and a computer readable program code for causing the computer to

determine the program levels based on the last determined voltage regions.



According to other aspects of the invention, there is provided a program storage

device readable by machine, tangibly embodying a program of instructions executable

by the machine to perform a method of reading cells of a flash memory, said method

comprising sorting each of a plurality of cells into several categories depending on

whether the cells' charge levels are above or below predetermined charge level

boundary points, wherein said boundary points are independent of the charge levels in

said cells, and determining each cell's program level as a function of at least the

category to which it and at least one neighboring cell thereof, belong.

According to other aspects of the invention, there is provided a computer

program product comprising a computer useable medium having computer readable

program code embodied therein of reading cells of a flash memory, said computer

program product comprising computer readable program code for causing the computer

to sort each of a plurality of cells into several categories depending on whether the cells'

charge levels are above or below predetermined charge level boundary points, wherein

said boundary points are independent of the charge levels in said cells, and a computer

readable program code for causing the computer to determine each cell's program level

as a function of at least the category to which it and at least one neighboring cell

thereof, belong.

According to other aspects of the invention, there is provided a method for

determining program levels useful for reading cells of a flash memory, said method

comprising detecting charge levels for said cells, obtaining a set of coefficients αj that

minimize the aggregated standard variation \ ~ ' iteratively, as long as a criterion

is met, computing an estimation of the charge level for each of said cells according to:

k

Li a,Vrι + CC LJ

The following terms may be construed either in accordance with any definition

thereof appearing in the prior art literature or in accordance with the specification, or as

follows:

Block: a set of flash memory device cells which must, due to physical

limitations of the flash memory device, be erased together. Also termed erase sector,

erase block.



CeIl: A component of flash memory that stores one bit of information (in

single-level cell devices) or n bits of information (in a multi-level device having 2 exp n

levels). Typically, each cell comprises a floating-gate transistor n may or may not be an

integer. "Multi-level" means that the physical levels in the cell are, to an acceptable

level of certainty, statistically partitionable into multiple distinguishable regions, plus a

region corresponding to zero, such that digital values each comprising multiple bits can

be represented by the cell. In contrast, in single-level cells, the physical levels in the cell

are assumed to be statistically partitionable into only two regions, one corresponding to

zero and one other, non-zero region, such that only one bit can be represented by a

single-level cell.

Charge level: the measured voltage of a cell which reflects its electric charge.

Cycling: Repeatedly writing new data into flash memory cells and repeatedly

erasing the cells between each two writing operations.

Decision regions: Regions extending between adjacent decision levels, e.g. if

decision levels are 0, 2 and 4 volts respectively, the decision regions are under 0 V, 0 V

- 2 V, 2V - 4 V, and over 4 V.

Demapping: basic cell-level reading function in which a digital n-tuple

originally received from an outside application is derived from a physical value

representing a physical state in the cell having a predetermined correspondence to the

digital n-tuple.

Digital value or "logical value": n-tuple of bits represented by a cell in flash

memory capable of generating 2 exp n distinguishable levels of a typically continuous

physical value such as charge , where n may or may not be an integer.

Erase cycle: The relatively slow process of erasing a block of cells (erase

sector), each block typically comprising more than one page, or, in certain non-flash

memory devices, of erasing a single cell or the duration of so doing. An advantage of



erasing cells collectively in blocks as in flash memory, rather than individually, is

enhanced programming speed: Many cells and typically even many pages of cells are

erased in a single erase cycle.

Erase-write cycle: The process of erasing a block of cells (erase sector), each

block typically comprising a plurality of pages, and subsequently waiting new data into

at least some of them. The terms "program" and "write" are used herein generally

interchangeably.

Flash memory: Non-volatile computer memory. including cells that are erased

block by block, each block typically comprising more than one page, but are written

into and read from, page by page. Includes NOR-type flash memory, NAND-type flash

memory, and PRAM, e.g. Samsung PRAM, inter alia, and flash memory devices with

any suitable number of levels per cell, such as but not limited to 2, 4, or 8 (as in the

embodiment illustrated herein).

Mapping: basic cell-level writing function in which incoming digital ii-tuple is

mapped to a program level by inducing a program level in the cell, having a

predetermined correspondence to the incoming logical value.

Page: A portion, typically 512 or 2048 or 4096 bytes in size, of a flash memory

e.g. a NAND or NOR flash memory device. Writing can be performed page by page, as

opposed to erasing which can be performed only erase sector by erase sector. A few

bytes, typically 16 - 32 for every 512 data bytes are associated with each page

(typically 16, 64 or 128 per page), for storage of error correction information. A typical

block may include 32 512-byte pages or 64 2048-byte pages.

Precise read, soft read: Cell threshold voltages are read at a precision (number of

bits) greater than the number of Mapping levels (2Λn). The terms precise read or soft

read are interchangeable. In contrast, in "hard read", cell threshold voltages are read at a

precision (number of bits) smaller than the number of Mapping levels (2Λn where n =

number of bits per cell).



Present level, Charge level: The amount of charge in the cell. The Amount of

charge currently existing in a cell, at the present time, as opposed to "program level" ,

the amount of charge originally induced in the cell (i.e. at the end of programming).

Program: same as "write".

Program level (programmed level, programming level): amount of charge

originally induced in a cell to represent a given logical value, as opposed to "present

level".

Reprogrammability (Np): An aspect of flash memory quality. This is typically

operationalized by a reprogrammability parameter, also termed herein "Np", denoting

the number of times that a flash memory can be re-programmed (number of erase-write

cycles that the device can withstand) before the level of errors is so high as to make

an unacceptably high proportion of those errors irrecoverable given a predetermined

amount of memory devoted to redundancy. Typically recoverability is investigated

following a conventional aging simulation process which simulates or approximates the

data degradation effect that a predetermined time period e.g. a 10 year period has on the

flash memory device, in an attempt to accommodate for a period of up to 10 years

between writing of data in flash memory and reading of the data therefrom.

Resolution: Number of levels in each cell, which in turn determines the number

of bits the cell can store; typically a cell with 2Λn levels stores n bits. Low resolution

(partitioning the window, W, of physical values a cell can assume into a small rather

than large number of levels per cell) provides high reliability.

Retention: of original physical levels induced in the cells; retention is typically

below 100% resulting in deterioration of original physical levels into present levels.

Retention time: The amount of time that data has been stored in a flash device,

typically without, or substantially without, voltage having been supplied to the flash

device i.e. the time which elapses between programming of a page and reading of the

same page.



Synibol: Logical value

Threshold level: the voltage (e.g.) against which the charge level of a cell is

measured. For example, a cell may be said to store a particular digital n-tuple D if the

charge level or other physical level of the cell falls between two threshold values T.

Unless specifically stated otherwise, as apparent from the following discussions,

it is appreciated that throughout the specification discussions, utilizing terms such as,

"processing", "computing", "selecting", "ranking", "grading", "calculating",

"determining", "generating", "reassessing", "classifying", "generating", "producing",

"stereo-matching", "registering", "detecting", "associating", "superimposing",

"obtaining" or the like, refer to the action and/or processes of a computer or computing

system, or processor or similar electronic computing device, that manipulate and/or

transform data represented as physical, such as electronic, quantities within the

computing system's registers and/or memories into other data similarly represented as

physical quantities within the computing sj'stenϊ s memories, registers or other such

information storage, transmission or display devices.

In this specification, the terms "decision levels" and "threshold levels" are used

interchangeably. "Reliably storing" and "reliable" are used to indicate that certain

information is stored with high reliability in the sense that it can be expected to be read

without error throughout the guaranteed lifetime of the flash memory device.

The apparatus of the present invention may include, according to certain

embodiments of the present invention, machine readable memory containing or

otherwise storing a program of instructions which, when executed by the machine,

implements some or all of the apparatus, methods, features and functionalities of the

invention shown and described herein. Alternatively or in addition, the apparatus of the

present invention may include, according to certain embodiments of the present

invention, a program as above which may be written in any conventional programming

language, and optionally a machine for executing the program such as but not limited to

a general purpose computer which may optionally be configured or activated in

accordance with the teachings of the present invention.



Any trademark occurring in tlie text or drawings is the property of its

owner and occurs herein merely to explain or illustrate one example of how an

embodiment of the invention may be implemented.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

In order to understand the invention and to see how it may be carried out in

practice, embodiments will now be described, by way of non-limiting example only,

with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:

Fig. 1 is a prior art graph illustrating an example of four separate charge level

probability densities (100, 102, 104 and 106) of a cell;

Fig. 2A-B are graphs of manufacturer-defined- initial cell voltage distributions

(Fig. 2A)5 which apply to a flash memory device which has yet to undergo cycling and

retention and of cell voltage distributions (Fig. 2B) which apply to a flash memory

device which has undergone cycling and retention;

Fig. 3 is a prior art graph demonstrating a simplified case, involving one

additional coupled cell, in which the coupling creates an even wider distribution for the

erase state shown in Fig. 1;

Fig. 4A is a simplified functional block diagram of an improved flash memory

system capable of determining a program level of a cell based on its own and its

coupled cells charge levels, including determining program level of a cell based on a

first maximum likelihood (ML) detection procedure such as that described in detail

below with reference to Fig. 7, the system being constructed and operative in

accordance with certain embodiments of the present invention;

Fig. 4B is a simplified functional block diagram of an improved flash memory

system capable of determining program level of a cell based on its own and its coupled

cells charge levels, including determining program level of a cell based on a second,

iterative maximum likelihood (ML) detection procedure such as that described in detail

below with reference to Fig. 8, the system being constructed and operative in

accordance with certain embodiments of the present invention;

Fig. 4C is a simplified functional block diagram of an improved flash memory

system capable of determining program level of a cell wherein program level

determination is based on the cell's charge level's linear dependency on other coupled

cells' charge levels e.g. as described in detail below with reference to Fig. 9, the system



being constructed and operative in accordance with certain embodiments of the present

invention;

Fig. 4D is a simplified functional block diagram of an improved flash memory

system capable of detemiining program level of a cell based on its own and its coupled

cells charge levels, including determining program level of a cell based on an iterative

joint program level detection procedure such as that described in detail below with

reference to Fig. 10, the system being constructed and operative in accordance with

certain embodiments of the present invention;

Fig. 4E is a simplified functional block diagram of an improved flash memory

system capable of determining program level of a cell based on its own and its coupled

cells charge levels, including determining program level of a cell based on a voltage

region iterative joint program level detection procedure such as that described in detail

below with reference to Fig. 13, the system being constructed and operative in

accordance with certain embodiments of the present invention;

Fig. 5 is a prior art graph illustrating the joint conditional probability densities of

two coupled cells, based on the examples in Fig. 1 and Fig. 3;

Fig. 6 is a prior art graph illustrating a division into optimal decision regions for

the case presented in Fig. 5;

Fig. 7 is a simplified flowchart illustration of an example of a method of

operation for the microcontroller 110 of Fig. 4A, including a maximum likelihood (ML)

detection procedure operative according to certain embodiments of the present

invention;

Fig. 8 is a simplified flowchart illustration of an example of a method of

operation for the microcontroller 110 of Fig. 4B, including an iterative maximum

likelihood (ML) detection procedure operative according to certain embodiments of the

present invention;

Fig. 9 is a simplified flowchart illustration of an example of a method of

operation for the microcontroller 110 of Fig. 4C, including program level determination

based on the cell's charge level's linear dependency on other coupled cells' charge

levels, according to certain embodiments of the present invention;

Fig. 10 is a simplified flowchart illustration of an example of a method of

operation for the microcontroller 110 of Fig. 4D, including an iterative joint program



level detection procedure operative according to certain embodiments of the present

invention;

Fig. 11 is a flowchart demonstrating a method for performing operation 1008 in

Fig 10 according to certain embodiments of the present invention;

Fig 12A is a Table showing Gaussian parameters for distributions of Levels 10,

00 and 01, used in an example for performing the method illustrated in Fig. 10;

Fig 12B is a Table showing Gaussian parameters for the Erase state (Level 11)

distribution, used in an example for performing the method illustrated in Fig. 10;

Fig. 13 is a simplified flowchart illustration of an example of a method of

operation for the microcontroller 110 of Fig. 4E, including determining program level

of a cell based on a voltage region iterative joint program level detection procedure

operative according to certain embodiments of the present invention; and.

Fig. 14 is a flowchart demonstrating a method for performing operation 1308 in

Fig 13 according to certain embodiments of the present invention.

Fig. 15 is a prior art graph illustrating an example of two alternative possible

pairs of charge level probability densities of a target cell;

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

Today's Flash memory devices store information as charge in "cells", each made

of either a floating gate transistor or an NROM transistor. In single-level cell (SLC)

devices, each cell stores only one bit of information. Multi-level cell (MLC) devices

can store more than one bit per cell by choosing between multiple levels of electrical

charge to apply to the floating gates of their cells. The amount of charge is then

measured by a detector, by comparing the voltage of the transistor gate (also known as

charge level and denoted Vx) to a decision threshold voltage (also known as threshold

level or charge level boundary point and denoted VD- These terms are used

interchangeably in the following text). The amount of charge is then used to determine

the "bin" (also termed "category") to which the cell belongs that can be directly

correlated with the programmed level of the cell. The program level is then translated to

the logical value of that cell. Due to inaccuracies during the programming procedure

and charge loss due to time and temperature (also known as retention), the measured

levels suffer from a random distortion.



Fig. 1 is a prior art graph illustrating an example of four separate charge level

probability densities (100, 102, 104 and 106) of a cell. The cell can be programmed

with one of four corresponding program levels (Vl, V2, V3 and V4) that correspond to

four logical values (10, 00, 01 and 11, respectively). For each distribution curve, the Y-

axis represents the probability that the cell was programmed to the corresponding

program level, given the value of the charge level V T (represented by the x- axis). The

voltage window (W) is the voltage difference between the means of the two extreme

distributions. The difference between the means of two near distributions is marked by

D. Categories are defined by the corresponding boundary points. For example, charge

level boundary point 108 defines a category corresponding to cells having measured

charge levels that are less than boundary points 108. Charge level boundary points 108

and 110 define a category corresponding to cells having measured charge levels that are

greater than boundary point 108 and less than boundary point 110.

The flash memory device's aging results from program and erase cycles count

and retention time. The flash memory device's erase sectors and pages are not uniform

in the amount of aging they experience. The aging process is apparent by comparing

prior art Figs. 2A - 2B. It may result in loss of the window size and increase in each

level noise variance. The consequence is loss in the signal-to-noise ratio and increase in

number of error bits.

The windoλv is divided into multi decision regions and the decision level is

typically tuned at each region.

Fig. 2A shows original decision regions, delimited b} the original threshold

values; if the cell voltage is above decision voltage # 1 but less then decision voltage #2,

the reading circuitry decides that the stored bits are (0,1). Optimal tuning of thresholds,

also termed herein "computation of threshold levels", reduces the number of error bits.

The cell's programmed level may be determined using several methods. One

method is to apply a voltage to the cell's gate and measure if the cell conducts current.

The cell has a certain voltage such that if voltage above it is applied to the gate, the gate

will conduct. Below this certain voltage the gate will not conduct current. As the

amount of charge in the cell changes this threshold voltage, the charge may be inferred

by determining at which voltage the cells starts to conduct current. Thus, the

programmed level is determined by iteratively applying different voltages (threshold



levels) to the gate and measuring whether the cell conducts or not. Another method is

based on the fact that when applying a voltage above the threshold voltage, the cell

conducts current and the amount of current depends on the difference between the

applied voltage and the cell's voltage. As the cell's voltage changes as a function of the

amount of charge in the cell, the charge level may be inferred by measuring the current

going through the cell. Thus, the programmed level may be obtained by simultaneously

comparing the conducted current with a given set of fixed currents distinguishing

between all programmed levels. In other words, each cell's programmed level is

determined by simultaneously comparing the VT level against several decision threshold

levels. For example, if there are four possible programmed levels, the cell's V T is

simultaneously compared against three threshold levels which divide the voltage axis to

four regions, as demonstrated in Fig. .

In general, if there are L possible programmed levels, then L-I decision

threshold levels are used. As the probability densities extend beyond the decision

threshold levels, there is a probability of detection error, i.e. detecting the wrong

program level.

Apart from inaccuracies resulting from the programming and retention

processes, distortion during the V T level read also occurs due to cell coupling. The VT

level of one cell may be affected ("coupled") to the V T level of one or more neighboring

cells (see "Non-Volatile Memory Technology - Today and Tomorrow", Chih-Yuan,

Tao-Cheng Lu, and Rich Liu, Proceedings of 13th IPFA 2006, Singapore; and also "8Gb

MLC (Multi-Level Cell) NAND Flash Memory using 63nm Process Technology",

Jong-Ho Park, Sung-Hoi Hur, Joon-Hee Lee, Jin-Taek Park, Jong-Sun SeI, Jong-Won

Kim, Sang-Bin Song, Jung-Young Lee, Ji-Hwon Lee, Suk-Joon Son, Yong-Seok Kim,

Min-Cheol Park, Soo-Jin Chai, Jung-Dai Choi, U-In Chung, Joo-Tae Moon, Kyeong-

Tae Kim, Kinam Kim and Byung-Il Ryu, IEDM 04, pp. 873-876).

In Floating-Gate technology, cell coupling occurs due to cell to cell capacitance

of neighboring cells. In NROM technology, cell coupling occurs between the right and

left halves of the cell. In both cases the coupling becomes worse as the dimensions of

the technology decrease. Fig. 3 is a prior art graph demonstrating a simplified case,

involving one additional coupled cell, in which the coupling creates an even wider

distribution for the erase state shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 3 demonstrates four possible charge

level probability densities for a cell which was programmed to the erase state. The four



curves are each corresponding to a different charge level of a neighboring coupled cell.

Curve 302, 304, 306 and 308 are the cell's four possible charge level probability

densities that match the neighboring coupled cell's logical values "11", "01", "00" and

"10" respectively. That is, the distribution of the erase state in Fig. 1 is a combination of

several distributions, shifted with respect to one another, depending on the program

level of the coupled cell. In most cases, the shift due to coupling is linear with respect

to the coupled cell program level.

Certain embodiments of the present invention seek to reduce probability of

charge level detection error in a Flash memory cell using joint program level detection

in several coupled cells.

According to certain embodiments of the present invention, joint program level

detection is performed for all coupled cells computationally simultaneously. In certain

other embodiments, joint program level detection is performed simultaneously for at

least one cell of a group of coupled cells. In one embodiment of joint program level

detection, only one cell is considered during the detection procedure - this is a one-

dimensional detection. According to another embodiment of the invention, joint

program level detection is performed on both halves of an NROM cell (in the case of

NROM, where the two halves of the cell are coupled), or on two cells to decrease the

probability of detection error. TMs type of detection will be referred to as a two-

dimensional detection. If more cells are involved, the detection will be termed a multi¬

dimensional detection of the program levels, where the number of dimensions depends

on the number of cells computationally simultaneously detected. Note that the term

neighboring cell, neighbor and coupled cell are used interchangeably throughout the

text to denote a cell that has the potential to affect the charge level of a second cell in

the cell array.

Reference is now made to Figs. 4A-E which are each a simplified functional

block diagram of an improved flash memory system capable of determining program

level of a cell, constructed and operative in accordance with respective embodiments of

the present invention. The systems of Figs. 4A-E typically comprise a host (outside

application) 100 and associated interface and interface controller, interacting with a

flash memory device 105. The flash memory device 105 includes a micro-controller 110

and an array of cells including at least one erase sector 120, each erase sector including

at least one physical page 130, each page including a plurality of cells 140. The flash



memory device also includes circuitry for erasing data from cells 14O5 writing data into

cells, and reading data from cells, referenced herein as erasing circuitry 150, writing

circuitry 160 and reading circuitry 170 respectively. According to certain embodiments

of the present invention, micro-controller 110 is operatively configured to determine the

program level of a cell, as will be further explained below.

Fig. 4A is a simplified functional block diagram of an improved flash memory

system capable of determining program level of a cell based on its own and its coupled

cells charge levels, including determining program level of a cell based on a first

maximum likelihood (ML) detection procedure, constructed and operative in

accordance with certain embodiments of the present invention.

Fig. 4B is a simplified functional block diagram of an improved flash memory

system capable of determining program level of a cell based on its own and its coupled

cells charge levels, including determining program level of a cell based on a second,

iterative maximum likelihood (ML) detection procedure, as further elaborated below,

constructed and operative in accordance with certain embodiments of the present

invention.

Fig. 4C is a simplified functional block diagram of an improved flash memory

system capable of determining program level of a cell in which its charge level linear

dependency on other coupled cells' charge levels is employed, as further elaborated

below, constructed and operative in accordance with certain embodiments of the present

invention.

Fig. 4D is a simplified functional block diagram of an improved flash memory

system capable of determining program level of a cell based on its own and its coupled

cells charge levels, including determining program level of a cell based on an iterative

joint program level detection procedure, as further elaborated below, constructed and

operative in accordance with certain embodiments of the present invention.

Fig. 4E is a simplified functional block diagram of an improved flash memory

system capable of determining program level of a cell based on its own and its coupled

cells charge levels, including deteraiining program level of a cell based on a voltage

region iterative joint program level detection procedure, as further elaborated below,

constructed and operative in accordance with certain embodiments of the present

invention.



Certain operations are described herein as occurring in the microcontroller 110.

Such description is intended to include operations which may be performed by

hardware which may be associated with the microcontroller such as peripheral hardware

on a chip on which the microcontroller 110 may reside. It is also appreciated that some

or all of these operations, in any embodiment, may alternatively be performed by the

external interface controller 100 including operations which may be performed by

hardware which may be associated with the interface controller 100 such as peripheral

hardware on a chip on which the interface controller may reside. Finally it is

appreciated that controllers 100 and 110 may each physically reside on a single

hardware device, or alternatively on several operatively associated hardware devices.

Fig. 5 is a prior art graph illustrating the joint conditional probability densities of

two coupled cells, based on the examples in Fig. 1 and Fig. 3.

In this example, the coupling is visible in the Erase states of each one of the two

cells (i.e. the Vt of one cell in the Erase state is dependant on the programmed level of

the other cell).

According to certain embodiments of the present invention, the joint detection is

based on a joint maximum likelihood (ML) detection method. Accordingly, the space of

multi-dimensional levels (k dimension for k cells jointly detected) is divided into

optimal decision regions (Lk regions, where L denotes the number of possible program

levels). Fig. 6 is a prior art graph illustrating a division into optimal decision regions for

the case presented in Fig. 5. For example, optimal decision region 601 corresponds to

program level 11 of cell 1 and program level 11 of cell 2. According to certain

embodiments of the present invention, the division into optimal decision regions is

carried out according to the maximum likelihood criterion defined by:

k )

z, l...I

ik \...L

Where 1...k are the programmed levels of cells 1 to k, respectively and

/(F 7-j k programmed levels =i k ) is the joint conditional probability density function

(i.e. the probability that the charge levels of cells 1 through k are equal to VT1 through



VTk given that cells l...k are programmed with program levels i .k, given that levels

ii...k were programmed).

Fig. 7 is a simplified flowchart illustrating a first method of operation for the

microcontroller of Fig.. 4A, in which a maximum likelihood (ML) detection procedure

is demonstrated according to certain embodiments of the present invention.

In operation 702, joint conditional probability densities for every possible

combination of program levels ii. ..k are obtained. In certain embodiments, in the case

that all devices follow approximately the same statistical behavior, the joint conditional

probability density functions (PDFs) and the coupling effect between coupled cells may

be learned (approximated) in advance using a limited number of devices in a lab

experiment. In other words the statistical behavior of the V T of a cell given its own and

its coupled cells actual program levels, can, in certain applications, be assumed to be

known in advance. Those lab experiments also take into account the effects of the

number of program/erase cycles and the amount of retention (the integral of the

temperature along time that passed since the device has been programmed) the device

has endured. Modeling methods are known in the art, e.g. see "Flash EEPROM

Threshold Instabilities due to Charge Trapping During Program/Erase Cycling", NeIa

Mielke, Hanmant Belgal, Ivan Kalastirsky, Parnav Kalavade, Andrew Kurtz, Qingru

Meng, Nick Righos, and Jie Wu, IEEE Transactions on Device and Materials

Reliability, Vol. 4, No. 3, September 2004.

In operation 704, charge level for each one of the k cells is detected. The joint

conditional probability densities and the measured V 's are then used in operation 706

in order to compute the specific program levels ( 1...k) for which a joint probability value

of all the joint conditional probability densities (also termed aggregated joint probability

value) is maximized given the measured Vχ's. Those detected program levels are then

outputted in operation 708.

A non-limiting example of how the distribution of the V T may depend on the

programmed values in the case where coupling arises only due to retention is now

described. Programming the transistor to charge level L is equivalent to inserting a

certain amount of charge into that cell. According to non-limiting certain embodiments,

during the programming procedure a group of cells is simultaneously programmed

iteratively such that any coupling effect is diminished and is hardly noticeable just

following the programming. However, following retention, the cells lose charge



(almost) independently and the coupling effect becomes noticeable. The charge loss is

random and appears as an additive random Gaussian noise.

Assuming in a non-limiting manner that each cell is coupled only to the next

one, the charge level of a cell following retention may be given as the following

function: VTl = L1 +∑t +a∑
l+ι where V1.t is the charge level of cell i, L1 is the

programmed charge level at cell i, a is the coupling coefficient of the nearby cell and

"' is an additive Gaussian noise at cell i (due to retention) with variance N and mean 0.

Assume that decisions are taken on k cells computationally simultaneously. The noise

vector is defined as:

And defines the second moment of this vector (this is a matrix) as follows:

Thus, the density function may be:

Where Vn k is a column vector containing the charge levels of the k cells, ilJc

are the logical program values and Lx k is a column vector containing the programmed

charge levels of these k cells ( L1 k are a simple mapping function of the logical values

Computing the joint maximum likelihood may lead to extensive computations if

the number of cells decoded jointly is large. For example, if there are eight possible

program levels and detection is performed over 8 cells computationally simultaneously,

enumeration over 8s possibilities is performed. In one embodiment of this invention the

performance of the maximum likelihood method is approximated by using an iterative

algorithm as shown in Fig. 8, which is a simplified flowchart illustrating a second



metliod of operation for the microcontroller of Fig. 4B in which an iterative maximum

likelihood (ML) detection procedure is demonstrated according to certain embodiments

of the present invention. The charge levels are obtained hi operation 810. In operation

814, an initial estimate of the programmed levels is made based on predefined

thresholds. In operation 816, for each cell of the coupled cells the following

computation is employed:

max f ψ i j programmed levels = 1 k j

i , = l...L

Where ij is the programmed levels of cells j and f ψ τ programmed IeVeIs= 1 k J

is the probability density function of the charge level of cell j given the programmed

levels of cells 1 through k. The maximization is done over the program level of cell j

while for the other cells the programmed levels that were estimated at operation 814 or

operation 816 of the previous iteration are used.

Operations 816 and 818 will iterate until a certain maximum number of iteration

is reached or until the chosen programmed levels no longer change.

In certain applications, a linear dependency of the coupling effect can be

assumed. Due to coupling, the measured charge level in a given cell is a linear

combination of the actual charge levels in that cell and those coupled to it. This linear

combination may be described by a function termed linear dependency function. It is

therefore reasonable to estimate the program level of a given cell using a linear

combination of the measured charge levels of the given cells and the coupled cells.

Without coupling, the measured charge level would have equaled VTl = L + z t where L,

is the programmed charge level and Z1 is additional noise due to retention. In such a

case, in order to estimate the programmed level, threshold levels based on maximum

likelihood criteria of a single cell are designated (this is the one-dimensional case of the

maximum-likelihood criteria mentioned above). However, due to coupling, the

measured charge levels shift. A linear combination of the charge levels of the given cell

and the coupled cells is therefore used to estimate the program level of that

k

cell: I — _ a 'rτ t Note that L denotes an estimate of the charge level right after the



programming of the cell while L is the actual charge level right after the programming

of the cell. The idea is that this estimate approximates the case where there is no

coupling. A simple threshold decision is used to determine the programmed level. The

coefficients J are chosen such as to minimize the standard variation Of(Z1 - ) (also

termed aggregated standard variation). That is, chosen such as to

minimize E \ LL 1 - L J (i.e. the expected squared difference between the actual

programmed voltage and the predicted programmed voltage) where the expectation is

computed according to the joint conditional probability densities functions of L V 1

and Vτ2...Vτk (as measured on a sample of devices in a lab).

Fig. 9 is simplified flowchart illustrating a third method of operation for the

microcontroller of Fig. 4C in which a cell's charge level linear dependency on other

coupled cells' charge levels is employed, according to certain embodiments of the

present invention.

A vector of j parameters αl...j is obtained such as to minimize the standard

variation of L —L1) in operation 902. hi operation 904 charge levels for the K cells are

detected based on obtained pre-defined thresholds. Lx is then computed at operation

906 using:

An estimation of the programmed level is generated based on predefined

thresholds on Li in operation 908 (i.e. using the "hard decisions" J instead of the

measured charge levels). Thus, the estimation of the charge level of cell 1 right after the

programming process (L1) will be a function of the measured charge level at cell 1 and

the charge levels of cells 2 though k right after the programming process, according to

the program levels as detected using predefined initial thresholds.

The program level is detected by using thresholds which are determined using

the maximum likelihood criteria as there was no coupling (as done before). Here too,

the coefficients J are chosen such as to minimize the standard variation Of(L1 - L1J A

hard decision is then obtained for cell 1 which in turn may be used iteratively for all

other cells. Finally, the detected program levels are outputted in operation 910.



As a non-limiting example consider the case where floating gates in a row

(sharing the same control gate) are divided into even and odd gates such that the even

cells are programmed first followed by the programming of the odd cells. Each even

cell is coupled to the two adjacent odd cells. As the odd cells are last to be programmed,

they are hardly affected by coupling. On the other hand, the even cells are affected by

coupling due to the adjacent two odd cells. Therefore, the measured charge level may be

approximated at a given even cell as Fn L +zx +β 2VT + / 3 where L1 is the

programmed charge level and Z1 is the noise added due to retention and is modeled as a

Gaussian random variable with zero mean (more accurate models may apply but the

following is sufficient for the discussion here). Vχ2 and Vχ3 are the measured charge

levels of the two adjacent odd cells and are modeled as VT2/3 = L2n +Z213 where again,

L2/3 is the programmed charge level and Z2/3 are independent noise elements added due

cc
to retention. Applying this model, the best choice of coefficients J (such that the

above mentioned standard variation is minimized) will be a - γ a 2 = γβ , , oc2 = γβ

for some constant/. In the above case γ = 1 would work equally fine. Furthermore,

assume that the same coefficients apply for all even cells in the row. Note that

according to certain embodiments of the present invention, this modeling procedure is

done in a lab on a given sample set of devices, assuming that the devices behave

similarly.

A fairly accurate measurement of the charge levels was used above, e.g.

measuring the amount of charge and differentiating between more levels (or voltage

regions) than the number of levels originally programmed. For example, if 8 levels were

originally programmed we may say we have an accurate measure of the charge if we

distinguish between 256 levels. However, according to some embodiments, less

accurate measurement may be used. For example, in case the standard variation of the

noise (due to retention or some other reason) is higher than 1/2OtIi of the window,

reading the charge level up to l/64th of the window would usually give adequate

results. Fig. 8 can be adopted to accommodate this method by replacing operation 812

with "obtain a set of coefficients αj (that minimize the standard variation of [L1 - L1J)"



and operation 816 with "compute an estimation of the charge level of cell i right after

the programming process according to: Li = a tVTi + 2 ι j Lj ".
M J t

This is known as "Decision Feedback Equilization" (see for example, MMSE

decision-feedback equalizers and coding. I. Equalization results

Cioffi, J.M. Dudevoir, G.P. Vedat Eyuboglu, M. Forney, G.D., Jr.

Dept. of Electr. Eng., Stanford Univ., CA).

According to certain embodiments of the present invention, the joint maximum

likelihood (ML) detection method is applicable when the VTS are measured with

sufficient accuracy, a demand that in many cases translates to extended number of read

iterations, therefore compromises performance.

The extended number of read iterations may degrade the performance of the

device (e.g. slower reads).

According to certain embodiments of the present invention, the joint program

level detection method described here below enables an efficient detection under looser

VTS measurement accuracy demand. Fig. 10 is a simplified flowchart illustrating a

fourth method of operation for the microcontroller of Fig. 4D in which an iterative joint

program level detection procedure is demonstrated according to certain embodiments of

the present invention. From the starting point 1002, a decision block 1004 allows

recognizing the initial iteration and in this case initial threshold levels are obtained in

operation 1006.

According to certain embodiments of the present invention, the predefined initial

thresholds are known in advance following on an experiment based on the charge levels

distributions following cycling and retention.

To compute a threshold voltage that distinguishes between program level t and

y →/+l

t+1, a threshold voltage denoted by is set such

that 1 ) is the probability density

function of the charge level of cell 1 given that it was programmed to level t . In case a

γ r t-l →l - t→t+l

measurement falls above and below τ then the cells program level is

associated with level t .



The charge levels are detected (operation 1010) based on the threshold levels

obtained or computed in the former operation (either in operation 1006 or operation

1008, respectively). The program levels (il...k) are computed based on the detected

charge levels (operation 1012). Decision operation 1014 checks if the iterative

procedure reached the last iteration (operation 1014). According to certain embodiments

of the present invention, the iterative process terminates after a pre-determined number

of iterations. According to certain other embodiments of the present invention, the

iterative process terminates also when the threshold levels remain the same as in the

previous iteration.

In the event that more iterations are carried out, each further iteration includes

the computing of new threshold levels based on the measured VTS levels (operation

1008). In the event that decision block 1014 concludes the procedure i.e. following the

final iteration, the most recently computed program levels (il . ..k) are outputted.

In general, more iterations tend to yield more accurate results but take longer to

perform. In many cases, setting the maximum number of iterations to two is

satisfactory.

Each iteration, new thresholds are computed using one of suitable alternative

methods. The actual method used for computing the new thresholds is not bounded by

any particular embodiment of the present invention. The following methods for

computing the new threshold levels are only several possible methods and do not limit

the scope of the present invention.

Fig. 11 is a flowchart demonstrating a method for performing operation 1008 in

Fig 10 according to certain embodiments of the present invention.

The probability density function of cell 1 is denoted by 1 τ J ' 2 ' " "' k ' where

k denote the programmed levels of cells 1 through k. Assuming there are L program

levels and L-I threshold levels are set in order to distinguish between these L program

levels, the new threshold levels are computed as follows:

In operation 1110, for each cell (will also be referred to as "target cell"), the

program levels of the other coupled cells are obtained. In operation 1112, the

corresponding joint conditional probability densities functions are obtained. In

operation 1114, the target cell's new threshold according to the maximum likelihood

criteria are computed as explained below:



To compute a threshold voltage that distinguished between program level

V t→t+1

t and t+1, a threshold voltage denoted by is set such that

Y t-l→t y t→l+l

In case a measurement falls above v and below T then the cells

program level is associated with level t .

As a non-limiting example of a joint conditional probability density function,

assume the charge level of a cell depends only on its own programmed value and the

programmed value of one additional cell (say the cell to the right of it) such that

VTl = L1 + CcL
1+1

+z where VTι is the charge level of cell i, L1 is the programmed

charge level at cell i a is the coupling coefficient of the nearby cell and z is an

additive noise due to retention. Further assume that z has a Gaussian density with

variance N and zero Mean. In that case, the joint conditional probability density

function is:

As another example, consider the case where the coupling coefficient is a

function of the programmed levels resulting in the following joint conditional

probability density function:

In the following non-limiting 4-level per cell example, the method illustrated in

Fig. 10 is applied to reading the cell values in two operations (iterations). Reference is

now made to Fig 12A which is a table showing Gaussian parameters for distributions of

Levels 10, 00 and 01, used in an example for performing the method illustrated in Fig.

10 and Fig 12B is a Table showing Gaussian parameters for the Erase state (Level 11)

distribution, used in an example for performing the method illustrated in Fig. 10.

The tables match a case similar to the example given in Fig. 1 and Fig. 3 where

the coupling is visible in the erase state. Here consider the case where the cells may be

divided into couples where a coupling effect is only visible within these couples. The



distributions can, in certain applications, be assumed to be Gaussian with mean M and

variance Σ defined by Table land Table 2. In Table 2, the erase state model parameters

are given as a function of the program state of the coupled device as defined by the

following probability density function

Z3(V
T 1

| where i2= l O OO 0 1,11 is the

programmed level of the coupled cell,

At the initial iteration, the predefined initial thresholds are obtained using the

maximum likelihood criteria on the single cell distributions where the distributions used

are defined by: 1( n 1) = exp for 1=IO, 00, and 0 1 and for the erase
2Σ,

state which is coupled:

Z1( n I 1

Assume that at each iteration 3 thresholds are compared simultaneously.

Therefore, using the maximum likelihood criteria for the distribution given above and

l O→ OOthe parameters given in the tables three initial thresholds are obtained: Vτ = 3.5 ,

V1
→ - 2.5 and F7.

1→ = 1.61 . The charge levels are detected using those thresholds.

The program levels are determined based on the detected charge levels. Program

level"10" is assigned to a cell if the charge level was above3.5, "00" if the charge level

was between 3.5 and 2.5, "01" if the charge level was between 2.5 and 1.61, and " 11" in

case the charge level was above 1.61 .

During a second iteration, the threshold levels are computed based on the

outcome of the program levels detection process that took place previously. As program

levels 10 00 and 0 1 do not suffer from coupling, the threshold levels that distinguish

between these cases remain the same (i.e. 3.5 and 2.5). The only threshold which

changes is that which is distinguished between level 0 1 and 11 (the erase state). The

threshold is modified according to the programming level decided for the coupled cell,

relying on the maximum likelihood criteria with respect to the distributions



/ (the second distribution is not dependent on i

since it does not suffer from coupling), i.e. the third threshold level is chosen such that

depending on the decided program

level i2, in the first iteration. Thus, if in the previous iteration the coupled cell was

detected as"10" thenF 0 1→π = 1.69, for "00" F7.
01 11 = 1.61, for "01" Vτ

ϋl→ϊ l = 1.54

and for " 11" Vτ
m→n = 1.46 . The new program level is then determined according to the

new threshold levels.

Note that in the example above, as the first two thresholds did not change, it

there is no use in comparing against these thresholds in the following iterations. In the

above example, iterations are made simultaneously for both coupled cells, and it is also

likely that in other embodiments, these iterations are made simultaneously for several

couples. That is, the comparison against thresholds is made simultaneously (at the same

operation unit) for both cells and for several couples. It is therefore possible to compare

against these 3 out of the 4 F 0 1→π thresholds of the second iteration simultaneously, in

the second iteration. This is useful if the iterations are applied to several groups of

coupled cells and the threshold may not be modified for each cell separately. That is,

several cells are compared simultaneously against the same set of thresholds at any one

time and we may not use different thresholds for different cells (within that time).

In the method of Fig. 13, explained below, the threshold computation process is

refined by taking into account the voltage regions in which the charge levels of the other

coupled cells have been detected. Accordingly, at each iteration, a group of cells,

including the target cell and the related coupled cells, is read and a region is determined,

identifying between which two threshold levels the respective cell's charge level was

detected. Let R1 k denote these regions where Rj is the region in which the charge level

of cell j is known to lie. For example R may represent the region between IV to 2V.



Fig. 13 is a simplified flowchart illustrating a fifth method of operation for the

microcontroller of Fig. 4E in which a voltage region based iterative joint program level

detection procedure is demonstrated according to certain embodiments of the present

invention.

From the starting point 1302, a decision block 1304 allows recognizing the

initial iteration and in this case initial threshold levels are obtained in step 1306, in a

similar manner to the way they are obtained in the method illustrated in Fig. 10.

In operation 1310, the charge levels are detected based on the threshold levels

obtained or computed in the former operation (either in operation 1306 or operation

1308, respectively). In operation 1312, the voltage regions (Rl... Rk) are computed

based on the detected charge levels. In operation 1314, it is checked if the iterative

procedure reached the last iteration. According to certain embodiments of the present

invention, the iterative process terminates after a pre-determined number of iterations.

According to certain other embodiments of the present invention, the iterative process

terminates in case the difference between the threshold levels computed in the current

iteration and the previous are the same. In case more iterations are carried out, in

operation 1308 each further iteration includes the computing of new threshold levels

based on the last detected voltage regions (Rl ... Rk). In case decision block 1314

concludes the procedure i.e. following the final iteration, in operation 1316, the most

recently detected voltage regions (Rl... Rk) are used in order to determine the program

levels (il ...Ic). In operation 1318, the determined program levels are outputted.

Each iteration, new thresholds are computed according to the flowchart

presented in Fig. 14.

Fig. 14 is a flowchart demonstrating a method for performing operation 1308 in

Fig 13 according to certain embodiments of the present invention.

In each iteration, the regions are refined by setting new threshold levels that lie

within the regions obtained at the previous read operation. The previous threshold

computation method illustrated in Fig. 11 is suitable for applications in which it can be

assumed that in each iteration, the true values of the program levels of the coupled cells

are known and that there is no possible error. Here, the regions in which the charge

levels of the other coupled cells have been detected are taken into account. Thus, it is

implicitly assumed that there might have been errors in the detection of program levels

in each iteration. According to certain embodiments of the present invention, in



operation 1410, for each cell (will also be referred to as "target cell"), the last

determined voltage regions (Rl... Rk) are obtained. In operation 1412, the

corresponding joint conditional probability densities functions are obtained. In

operation 1414, the target cell's new threshold is computed according to the maximum

likelihood criteria as explained below:

To compute a threshold voltage that distinguishes between program level t and

t+1, a special type of joint conditional probability densities termed region based joint

y -M+1

conditional probability densities is used and a threshold voltage denoted by τ (i.e.

the threshold voltage that distinguishes between program level t and t+1) is set such

that:

t + l,VT2 e R2,...,V Tk Rk)

y →+1

Or, in words, a threshold voltage denoted by T is set such that the

probability of this threshold level given that the target cell's program level is t and given

that the charge levels of cells 2...k are within regions R2 to R] -, respectively is equal to

the probability of this threshold level given that the target cell's program level is H-I and

given that the charge levels of cells 2...k are in regions R1 to R , respectively,where

VT2 ,...,VTk are the threshold levels used for the measurement of the V T of the other

coupled devices.

According to certain embodiments of the present invention, a new threshold is

computed for each cell according to the procedure detailed below. The new threshold is

chosen such that the aggregated entropy of the posteriori program levels (i.e. the

program levels that are determined in the next operation) would be minimized given the

charge levels of the coupling cells, measured in the last iteration.

Following each iteration, a more refined (narrower) region, R is obtained in

which the charge level of the target cell must lie. The joint conditional probability

density function of the program level 7 given that region R1 and the detected program

levels of the other coupled cells ( 2- ) is:

Vn
e ι>h...k ) •



Or in words, the probability that program level il was programmed given that

the charge level of cell 1 lies in voltage region Rl and cells 2...k have program levels

h...k, respectively. The above joint conditional probability density function may be

computed from the distribution of f xψτ iλ k ) using Bayes law (as it appears in standard

text books) as follows:

A set of new threshold levels which are intended to further refine the regions are

denoted byVτ '→l+ where t=l,..., L-I (i.e., assuming that L-I thresholds are checked at

each iteration. However, also consider the case where the number of thresholds is

different than the number of levels programmed to a cell). Given these new threshold

levels, several new possible regions are obtained, in which Vn may lie. These new

regions are denoted by , πeM' (l...Z) (L new regions are possible with L-I thresholds).

The probability of each of these new regions may be computed as follows:

P{vn RrUYn R )

The entropy of the program level 1 can be computed (given the previous

detected regions) as follows:

H(i, V

Where

Note that although it is not explicitly denoted, HIi1Vn e R " J2 A is a

/→/+i ,function of Vτ (t=l...L-l). Therefore, the new threshold levels are computed as

follows:



argmm
π ; T/ _ p

,t =\...L - l 2..Jc

r

According to certain other embodiments of the present invention, the new

thresholds values Vτ '→M ave simultaneously computed for k cells having program

levels j 2 ,... / In that case, the entropy H\i i2,...,ik Vn R ey> ,...,VTk e Rk
new J is

minimized at each iteration.

Where the probability function:

is used in order to compute the above entropy function.

According to certain embodiments of the present invention, it is assumed that

hard information regarding the cell status is obtained both for the target cells and the

coupled cells. This "hard" information regarding the coupled cells may be used to

evaluate the shift of the target cell and therefore, may be used to obtain different

reliability measures for the "hard" information. This reliability measure may be used in-

turn during a soft decoding procedure. Note that even though a soft decoding procedure

is conducted, no cells are sampled using a higher accuracy than is really needed for hard

information.

As an example, consider a case wherein two cells as shown in Fig. 15 which are

coupled to one another and each cell is stored only with one of two charge levels (i.e.

one bit of information per cell). Assume that given that the coupled cell is at the erase

level the distribution of the target cell is / 2σ2where VT is the
4 πσ2

cell's threshold voltage, Vs is either Vo or Vj depending on whether a '0' or a '1' was

programmed to that cell and is the center of the distribution. On the other hand, if the

coupled cell is programmed to a logical '0', the distributions are shifted to the right and

are given by - (VT - Vs - δf / 2σ2 .

In case a decoupling is not performed, the combined distributions of the cases

where the coupled cell is programmed to a '0' and a T must be taken into account.

Thus, giving overall wider distribution. The threshold (VTH) is set between the two



distributions to minimize the probability of error resulting from the combined

distributions. Assume that if the target cell's Vτ level is larger than Vm (i-e. VT >VTH )

then it is declared that a '0' was programmed. On the other hand, if VTSVTH , then it is

declared that a T was programmed. In Fig. 15 the threshold is marked by the dashed

line and is set in the middle between the two combined distributions

( Without knowledge of the coupled cell programmed level, all

'hard' results yield the exact same reliability.

However, if the programmed level of the coupled cell is known, it is possible to

give specific reliability information for the target cells, depending on the hard reading

and the detection of the coupled cell programmed level. One possible reliability

measure is log-likelihood ratio (LLR). Let Hτ denote the hard decoding level of the

target cell and Hc the hard decoding level of the coupled cell. Then for the example

represented by Fig. 15 the following four (4) reliability levels are given:

Hr=O,Hc=O:reliability =



Where P[H1 = b,Hc c)is the probability that the detected value of the

target cell is a, given that the programmed value is b and the detected value of the

coupled cell is Cand where Q is defined by:

n(t)= r l e-χ /2dx

A particular feature of certain embodiments of the present invention is that

whereas in the prior art, the dependency of program levels on neighboring cells' charge

levels is a one-way chain: a program level of a second cell (such as cell number 5 in

row x) may depend on the charge level of a first cell (such as cell number 5 in row x-1),

and a program level of a third cell (perhaps cell number 5 in row x+ 1) may depend on

the charge level of the second cell, and so forth, however, the converse does not apply:

the program level of the first cell does not depend on the charge level of the second cell,

the program level of the second cell does not depend on the charge level of the third

cell, and so forth hi contrast, the dependency of program levels on neighboring cells'

charge levels according to these embodiments goes beyond one-way chaining: The

program level of each of at least one set of various cells, and perhaps of any given set of

cells, may depend on the charge levels of all other cells in the set.



It is appreciated that the teachings of the present invention can, for example, be

implemented by suitably modifying, or interfacing externally with, flash controlling

apparatus. The flash controlling apparatus controls a flash memory array and may

comprise either a controller external to the flash array or a microcontroller on-board the

flash array or otherwise incorporated therewithin. Examples of flash memory arrays

include Samsung's K9XXG08UXM series, Hynix' HY27UK08BGFM Series,

Micron's MT29F64G08TAAWP or other arrays such as but not limited to NOR or

phase change memory. Examples of controllers which are external to the flash array

they control include STMicroelectrocincs's ST7265x microcontroller

family, STMicroelectrocincs's ST72681 microcontroller, and SMSCs USB97C242,

Traspan Technologies' TS-4811, Chipsbank CBM2090/CBM1190. Example of

commercial IP software for Flash file systems are: Denali's Spectra™ NAND Flash

File System, Aarsan's NAND Flash Controller IP Core and Arasan's NAND

Flash File System. It is appreciated that the flash controller apparatus need not be

NAND-type and can alternatively, for example, be NOR-type or phase change

memory-type.

Flash controlling apparatus, whether external or internal to the controlled flash

array, typically includes the following components: a Memory Management/File

system, a NAND interface (or other flash memory array interface), a Host Interface

(USB, SD or other), error correction circuitry (ECC) typically comprising an Encoder

and matching decoder, and a control system managing all of the above.

The present invention may for example interface with or modify, as per any of

the embodiments described herein, one, some or all of the above components and

particularly the NAND interface component.

It is appreciated that software components of the present invention including

programs and data may, if desired, be implemented in ROM (read only memory) form

including CD-ROMs, EPROMs and EEPROMs, or may be stored in any other suitable

computer-readable medium such as but not limited to disks of various kinds, cards of

various kinds and RAMs. Components described herein as software may, alternatively,

be implemented wholly or partly in hardware, if desired, using conventional techniques.



It will also be understood that the system according to the invention may be a

suitably programmed computer. Likewise, the invention contemplates a computer

program being readable by a computer for executing the method of the invention. The

invention further contemplates a machine-readable memory tangibly embodying a

program of instructions executable by the machine for executing the method of the

invention.

Features of the present invention which are described in the context of separate

embodiments may also be provided in combination in a single embodiment. Conversely,

features of the invention which are described for brevity in the context of a single

embodiment may be provided separately or in any suitable subcombination.



Claims:

1. A method for reading cells of a flash memory, said method comprising:

comparing a charge level of a first individual cell to a first plurality of charge

level boundary points, thereby to determine a first program level of said first

individual cell, and subsequently comparing a second charge level of a second

individual cell to a second plurality of charge level boundary points,

wherein said first plurality of boundary points depends on at least one charge

level of at least one neighbor of said first cell and said second plurality of boundary

points depends on at least one charge level of at least one neighbor of said second

cell such that said first and second pluralities of boundary points differ.

2. A method according to claim 1, further comprising:

obtaining joint conditional probability densities for a plurality of combinations of

program levels of said first individual cell; and

determining program levels for said first individual cell and at least one neighbor of

said first cell such that an aggregated joint probability value of said joint conditional

probability densities is maximized.

3. A method according to claim 1, further comprising:

a) obtaining a linear dependency function which refers to at least the

individual cell and at least one neighbor of said first cell;

b) computing an estimated charge level for the first individual cell based on

the linear dependency function; and

c) determining program level for said first individual cell and at least one

neighbor of said first cell such that the aggregated standard variation

between the estimated charge level of the first individual cell and a detected

charge level of said first individual cell is minimized.

4. A method according to claim 1, wherein said comparing further comprising:

a) obtaining initial charge level boundary point values; and

b) comparing a charge level of the first individual cell to said initial charge

level boundary point values.



5. A method according to claim 4, further comprising:

determining program levels for said first individual cell and at least one

neighbor of said first cell based on charge levels, including, for each of at

least one individual cell of said first individual cell and at least one neighbor

of said first cell, perform iteratively, at least once:

i) computing new charge level boundary point values for the

measurement of charge level of said individual cell based on the

previous detected charge level of said individual cell and on

previous determined program levels of said individual cell and of at

least one neighbor;

ii) detecting charge levels for said individual cell based on said

new threshold values; and

iii) determining a new program level for said individual cell

based on the last detected charge levels of said individual cell.

6. A method according to claim 1, wherein said comparing further comprising:

a) obtaining initial charge level boundary point values; and

b) comparing a charge level of the first individual cell to said initial charge

level boundary point values.

7. A method according to claim 6, further comprising:

a)determining voltage regions for said first individual cell and at least one

neighbor of said first cell based on charge levels, including, for each of at

least one individual cell of said first individual cell and at least one neighbor

of said first cell, performing the following operations iteratively, at least

once:

i) computing new charge level boundary point values for the

measurement of charge levels of said individual cell based on the

determined voltage regions of said individual cell and at least one

neighbors;

ii) detecting charge levels for said individual cell based on said

new charge level boundary point values; and



iii) deteπnining a new voltage region for at least said individual

cell based on the last determined charge level of said individual

cell and the determined voltage regions of at least one other cell,

and

b) determining program level of at least one individual cell based on the last

determined voltage regions.

8. A method for determining program levels useful for reading cells of a flash

memory, said method comprising:

a) detecting charge levels for said cells;

b) obtaining joint conditional probability densities for a plurality of combinations of

program levels of said cells; and

c) determining program levels for said cells respectively such that an aggregated

joint probability value of said joint conditional probability densities is maximized.

9. A method according to claim 8 wherein determining comprises:

a) deteπnining programmed levels for each cell base on predefined thresholds;

and

b) iteratively, until a criterion is met:

for each cell determine a program level for which the probability value of

said cell's joint conditional probability density is maximized, given the program

levels of the other cells.

10. A method according to claim 8 wherein the joint conditional probability density

for at least one individual cell comprises a probability that said cell contains at least

one particular charge level given that a particular n-tuplet of program levels were

respectively programmed into a corresponding n-tuplet of cells, said n-tuplet

including said at least one individual cell and at least one neighboring cell in its

vicinity.

11. A method according to claim 10 wherein the joint conditional probability density

for a plurality of individual cells comprises a joint probability that said plurality of cells

respectively contain a plurality of particular charge levels given that a particular n-



tuplet of program levels were respectively programmed into a corresponding n-tuplet of

cells, said n-tuplet including said plurality of cells and at least one neighboring cell in a

vicinity of at least one of said plurality of cells.

12. A method according to claim 9 wherein the criterion includes a limitation on the

number of iterations.

13. A method for determining program levels useful for reading cells of a flash

memory, said method comprising:

a) detecting charge levels for said cells;

b) obtaining a linear dependency function which refers to at least one of the

cells and at least one cell coupled thereto;

c) computing an estimated charge level based on the linear dependency

function; and

d) determining program levels for said cells respectively such that the

aggregated standard variation between a corresponding estimated charge level and

the detected charge level of each cell is minimized.

14. A method for determining program levels useful for reading cells of a flash

memory, said method comprising:

a) obtaining charge level initial threshold values;

b) detecting charge levels for said cells using said initial threshold values;

c) determining a program level for each of said cells based on the detected

charge levels, including, for each of at least one individual of said cells,

performing the following operations iteratively, at least once:

i) computing new threshold values for the measurement of charge

level of said individual cell based on the previous detected charge

level of said individual cell and on previous determined program

levels of said individual cell and of at least one cell adjacent

thereto;

ii) detecting charge levels for said individual cell based on said

new threshold values; and



iii) determining a new program level for said individual cell

based on the last detected charge levels of said individual cell.

15. The method according to claim 14, wherein said computing comprises:

For each individual one of said cells:

a) obtaining the last determined program levels of at least one other cell;

b) obtaining the corresponding joint conditional probability densities; and

c) computing new threshold values for the cell according to maximum

likelihood criteria.

16. The method according to claim 14, wherein a charge level of at least one of said

cells depends at least on the cell's programmed value and the programmed value of one

additional cell and the corresponding joint conditional probability densities have the

following form:

17. The method according to claim 14, wherein a charge level of at least one of

said cells depends on the cell's programmed value and the programmed value of one

additional cell and the corresponding joint conditional probability density functions

have the following form:

18. The method according to claim 14 wherein if said computing new

threshold values results in at least one threshold value that was already used in a

previous iteration for said individual cell then skipping the operation of detecting

charge levels for said individual cell based on the threshold value that was already

used.

19. A method for determining program levels useful for reading cells of a

flash memory, said method comprising:



a) obtaining charge level initial threshold values;

b) detecting charge levels for said cells using said initial threshold values;

c) determining voltage regions for each of said cells based on the detected

charge levels,

d) for each of at least one individual of said cells, performing the following

operations iteratively, at least once:

i) computing new threshold values for the measurement of charge

levels of said individual cell based on the detected voltage regions

of said individual cell and at least one cell adjacent thereto;

ii) detecting charge levels for said individual cell based on said

new threshold values; and

iii) determining a new voltage region for at least said individual

cell based on the last determined charge level of said individual

cell and the determined voltage regions of at least one other cell,

and

e) determining the program levels based on the last determined voltage

regions.

20. The method according to claim 19, wherein said computing comprises:

for each individual one of said cells:

a) obtaining last determined voltage regions;

b) obtaining the corresponding region based joint conditional probability

densities; and

c) computing new threshold values for the cell according to maximum

likelihood criteria.

21. The method according to claim 19, wherein said computing further comprises,

for each individual one of said cells, choosing the threshold values for the

measurement of charge levels such that the aggregated entropy of the determined

program levels of said cells is minimized given the last detected charge levels.

22. The method according to claim 19, wherein said computing further comprises,

for all of said cells simultaneously, choosing the threshold values for the



measurement of charge levels such that the aggregated entropy of the determined

program levels of said cells is minimized given the last detected charge levels.

23. A method of reading cells of a flash memory, said method comprising:

sorting each of a plurality of cells into several categories depending on

whether the cells' charge levels are above or below predetermined charge level

boundary points, wherein said boundary points are independent of the charge

levels in said cells; and

determining each cell's program level as a function of at least the

category to which it and at least one neighboring cell thereof, belong.

24. A method according to claim 23, wherein said determining further comprising:

obtaining joint conditional probability densities for a plurality of combinations of

program levels of said cells; and

determining program levels for said cells respectively such that an aggregated joint

probability value of said joint conditional probability densities is maximized.

25. A method according to claim 23, wherein said deteπnining further comprising:

obtaining a linear dependency function which refers to at least one of the cells and at

least one cell coupled thereto;

computing an estimated charge level based on the linear dependency function; and

determining program levels for said cells respectively such that the aggregated

standard variation between a corresponding estimated charge level and detected charge

level of each cell is minimized.

26. A method according to claim 23, wherein said determining further comprises:

determining a program level for each of said cells based on the detected

category, including, for each of at least one individual of said cells,

performing the following operations iteratively, at least once:

i) computing new charge level boundary points for the

measurement of charge level of said individual cell based on the

previous detected charge level of said individual cell and on



previous determined program levels of said individual cell and of at

least one of the neighboring cells;

ii) detecting charge levels for said individual cell based on said

new charge level boundary points; and

iii) determining a new program level for said individual cell

based on the last detected charge level of said individual cell.

27. A method according to claim 23, wherein said determining further comprises:

a) determining voltage regions for each of said cells based on the detected

charge levels,

b) for each of at least one individual of said cells, performing the following

operations iteratively, at least once:

i) computing new charge level boundary points for the

measurement of charge levels of said individual cell based on the

detected voltage regions of said individual cell and at least one cell

adjacent thereto;

ii) detecting charge levels for said individual cell based on said

charge level boundary points; and

iii) determining a new voltage region for at least said individual

cell based on the last determined charge level of said individual

cell and the determined voltage regions of at least one other cell,

and

c) determining the program levels based on the last determined voltage

regions.

28. A system for reading cells of a flash memory, said system comprising:

- a micro-controller; and

- an array of cells

wherein said micro-controller is operatively configured to:

- compare a charge level of a first individual cell to a first plurality of charge

level boundary points, thereby to determine a first program level of said first

individual cell, and subsequently



- compare a second charge level of a second individual cell to a second plurality

of charge level boundary points,

wherein said first plurality of boundary points depends on at least one charge level

of at least one neighbor of said first cell and said second plurality of boundary points

depends on at least one charge level of at least one neighbor of said second cell such

that said first and second pluralities of boundary points differ.

29. A system for determining program levels useful for reading cells of a flash

memory, said system comprising:

- a micro-controller; and

- an array of cells

wherein said micro-controller is operatively configured to:

- detect charge levels for said cells;

- obtain joint conditional probability densities for a plurality of combinations of

program levels of said cells; and

- determine program levels for said cells respectively such that an aggregated

joint probability value of said joint conditional probability densities is

maximized.

30. A system for determining program levels useful for reading cells of a flash

memory, said system comprising:

- a micro-controller; and

- an array of cells

wherein said micro-controller is operatively configured to:

a) detect charge levels for said cells;

b) obtain a linear dependency function which refers to at least one of the cells

and at least one cell coupled thereto;

c) compute an estimated charge level based on the linear dependency function;

d) determine program levels for said cells respectively such that the aggregated

standard variation between a corresponding estimated charge level and the detected

charge level of each cell is minimized.



31. A system for determining program levels useful for reading cells of a flash

memory, said system comprising:

- a micro-controller; and

- an array of cells

wherein said micro-controller is operatively configured to:

a) obtain charge level initial threshold values;

b) detect charge levels for said cells using said initial threshold values;

c) determine a program level for each of said cells based on the detected

charge levels, including, for each of at least one individual of said cells,

performing the following operations iteratively, at least once:

i) compute new threshold values for the measurement of charge

level of said individual cell based on the previous detected charge

level of said individual cell and on previous determined program

levels of said individual cell and of at least one cell adjacent

thereto;

ii) detect charge levels for said individual cell based on said new

threshold values; and

iii) determine a new program level for said individual cell based

on the last detected charge levels of said individual cell.

32. A system for determining program levels useful for reading cells of a flash

memory, said system comprising:

- a micro-controller; and

- an array of cells

wherein said micro-controller is operatively configured to:

a) obtain charge level initial threshold values;

b) detect charge levels for said cells using said initial threshold values;

c) determine voltage regions for each of said cells based on the detected

charge levels,

d) for each of at least one individual of said cells, performing the following

operations iteratively, at least once:



i) compute new threshold values for the measurement of charge

levels of said individual cell based on the detected voltage regions

of said individual cell and at least one cell adjacent thereto;

ii) detect charge levels for said individual cell based on said new

threshold values; and

iii) determine a new voltage region for at least said individual cell

based on the last determined charge level of said individual cell

and the determined voltage regions of at least one other cell, and

e) determine the program levels based on the last determined voltage regions.

33. A system for reading cells of a flash memory, said system comprising:

- a micro-controller; and

- an array of cells

wherein said micro-controller is operatively configured to:

a) sort each of a plurality of cells into several categories depending on whether

the cells' charge levels are above or below predetermined charge level boundary points,

wherein said boundary points are independent of the charge levels in said cells; and

b) determine each cell's program level as a function of at least the category to

which it and at least one neighboring cell thereof, belong.

34. A program storage device readable by machine, tangibly embodying a program

of instructions executable by the machine to perform a method for reading cells of a

flash memory, said method comprising:

comparing a charge level of a first individual cell to a first plurality of charge

level boundary points, thereby to determine a first program level of said first

individual cell, and subsequently

comparing a second charge level of a second individual cell to a second plurality

of charge level boundary points,

wherein said first plurality of boundary points depends on at least one charge

level of at least one neighbor of said first cell and said second plurality of boundary

points depends on at least one charge level of at least one neighbor of said second

cell such that said first and second pluralities of boundary points differ.



35. A computer program product comprising a computer useable medium having

computer readable program code embodied therein for reading cells of a flash

memory, said computer program product comprising:

computer readable program code for causing the computer to compare a charge

level of a first individual cell to a first plurality of charge level boundary points, thereby

to determine a first program level of said first individual cell, and subsequently

computer readable program code for causing the computer to compare a second

charge level of a second individual cell to a second plurality of charge level boundary

points,

wherein said first plurality of boundary points depends on at least one charge

level of at least one neighbors of said first cell and said second plurality of boundary

points depends on at least one charge level of at least one neighbors of said second cell

such that said first and second pluralities of boundary points differ.

36. A program storage device readable by machine, tangibly embodying a program

of instructions executable by the machine to perform a method for determining

program levels useful for reading cells of a flash memory, said method comprising:

a) detecting charge levels for said cells;

b) obtaining joint conditional probability densities for a plurality of combinations of

program levels of said cells; and

c) determining program levels for said cells respectively such that an aggregated

joint probability value of said joint conditional probability densities is maximized.

37. A computer program product comprising a computer useable medium having

computer readable program code embodied therein for determining program levels

useful for reading cells of a flash memory, said computer program product

comprising:

computer readable program code for causing the computer to detect charge

levels for said cells;

computer readable program code for causing the computer to obtain joint

conditional probability densities for a plurality of combinations of program levels of

said cells; and



computer readable program code for causing the computer to determine

program levels for said cells respectively such that an aggregated joint probability value

of said joint conditional probability densities is maximized.

38. A program storage device readable by machine, tangibly embodying a program

of instructions executable by the machine to perform a method for determining

program levels useful for reading cells of a flash memory, said method comprising:

a) detecting charge levels for said cells;

b) obtaining a linear dependency function which refers to at least one of the

cells and at least one cell coupled thereto;

c) computing an estimated charge level based on the linear dependency

function; and

d) detemrming program levels for said cells respectively such that the

aggregated standard variation between a corresponding estimated charge

level and the detected charge level of each cell is minimized.

39. A computer program product comprising a computer useable medium having

computer readable program code embodied therein for determining program levels

useful for reading cells of a flash memory, said computer program product

comprising:

computer readable program code for causing the computer to detect charge

levels for said cells;

computer readable program code for causing the computer to obtain a linear

dependency function which refers to at least one of the cells and at least one cell

coupled thereto;

computer readable program code for causing the computer to compute an

estimated charge level based on the linear dependency function; and

computer readable program code for causing the computer to determine

program levels for said cells respectively such that the aggregated standard variation

between a corresponding estimated charge level and the detected charge level of each

cell is minimized.



40. A program storage device readable by machine, tangibly embodying a program

of instructions executable by the machine to perform a method for determining

program levels useful for reading cells of a flash memory, said method comprising:

a) obtaining charge level initial threshold values;

b) detecting charge levels for said cells using said initial threshold values;

and

c) determining a program level for each of said cells based on the detected

charge levels, including, for each of at least one individual of said cells,

performing the following operations iteratively, at least once:

i) computing new threshold values for the measurement of charge

level of said individual cell based on the previous detected charge

level of said individual cell and on previous determined program

levels of said individual cell and of at least one cell adjacent

thereto;

ii) detecting charge levels for said individual cell based on said

new threshold values; and

iii) determining a new program level for said individual cell

based on the last detected charge levels of said individual cell.

41. A computer program product comprising a computer useable medium having

computer readable program code embodied therein for determining program levels

useful for reading cells of a flash memory, said computer program product

comprising:

computer readable program code for causing the computer to obtain charge

level initial threshold values;

computer readable program code for causing the computer to detect charge

levels for said cells using said initial threshold values; and

computer readable program code for causing the computer to determine a

program level for each of said cells based on the detected charge levels, including, for

each of at least one individual of said cells, performing the following operations

iteratively, at least once:

i) compute new threshold values for the measurement of charge level of said

individual cell based on the previous detected charge level of said individual cell and on



previous determined program levels of said individual cell and of at least one cell

adjacent thereto;

ii) detect charge levels for said individual cell based on said new threshold

values; and

iii) determine a new program level for said individual cell based on the last

detected charge levels of said individual cell.

42. A program storage device readable by machine, tangibly embodying a program

of instructions executable by the machine to perform a method for determining

program levels useful for reading cells of a flash memory, said method comprising:

a) obtaining charge level initial threshold values;

b) detecting charge levels for said cells using said initial threshold values;

c) determining voltage regions for each of said cells based on the detected

charge levels,

d) for each of at least one individual of said cells, performing the following

operations iteratively, at least once:

i) computing new threshold values for the measurement of charge

levels of said individual cell based on the detected voltage regions

of said individual cell and at least one cell adjacent thereto;

ii) detecting charge levels for said individual cell based on said

new threshold values; and

iii) determining a new voltage region for at least said individual

cell based on the last determined charge level of said individual

cell and the determined voltage regions of at least one other cell,

and

e) determining the program levels based on the last determined voltage

regions.

43. A computer program product comprising a computer useable medium having

computer readable program code embodied therein for determining program levels

useful for reading cells of a flash memory, said computer program product comprising:

computer readable program code for causing the computer to obtain charge

level initial threshold values;



computer readable program code for causing the computer to detect charge

levels for said cells using said initial threshold values;

computer readable program code for causing the computer to determine voltage

regions for each of said cells based on the detected charge levels,

computer readable program code for causing the computer to perform

iteratively, at least once, for each of at least one individual of said cells:

i) compute new threshold values for the measurement of charge levels of said

individual cell based on the detected voltage regions of said individual cell and at least

one cell adjacent thereto;

ii) detect charge levels for said individual cell based on said new threshold

values; and

iii) determine a new voltage region for at least said individual cell based on the

last determined charge level of said individual cell and the determined voltage regions

of at least one other cell, and

computer readable program code for causing the computer to determine the

program levels based on the last determined voltage regions.

44. A program storage device readable by machine, tangibly embodying a program

of instructions executable by the machine to perform a method of reading cells of a

flash memory, said method comprising:

sorting each of a plurality of cells into several categories depending on

whether the cells' charge levels are above or below predetermined charge level

boundary points, wherein said boundary points are independent of the charge levels in

said cells; and

determining each cell's program level as a function of at least the

category to which it and at least one neighboring cell thereof, belong.

45. A computer program product comprising a computer useable medium having

computer readable program code embodied therein of reading cells of a flash

memory, said computer program product comprising:

computer readable program code for causing the computer to sort each of a

plurality of cells into several categories depending on whether the cells' charge levels



are above or below predetermined charge level boundary points, wherein said boundary

points are independent of the charge levels in said cells; and

computer readable program code for causing the computer to determine each

cell's program level as a function of at least the category to which it and at least one

neighboring cell thereof, belong.

46. A method according to claim 5 wherein said detecting comprises comparing

several cells simultaneously against a group of thresholds, said group including one or

more of said new threshold values.

47. A method for determining program levels useful for reading cells of a flash

memory, said method comprising:

a) detecting charge levels for said cells;

b) obtaining a set of coefficients αj that minimize the aggregated standard

variation \ ~ Aj;

c) iteratively, as long as a criterion is met:

computing an estimation of the charge level for each of said cells according

to: - 1' -/ '

48. A method according to claim 47 wherein the criterion includes a limitation

on the number of iterations.
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